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So much time and love went into this game AND IT'S FREE!!!! I could see the game easily going for 4.99 and being a pretty
good pickup as it's extremely well polished and filled with quite a few secrets.

You can tell this was a labor of love from the game devs and it is fantastic because of it.. New single player content, and more
importantly in my opinion, more multiplayer maps.. 7/10

Breakout on steroids; I had a blast playing this, but I can't say I would really go back to it after completing everything (I'm not a
big score chaser). It's too bad there's no online co-op!. I already have my primary game Legends of Eisenwald. Today I have
bought this DLC Season Pass, but after that I have no new scenario or maps. Soo my question is, what I have bouht? How works
that DLC??. The game is really fun when you get into it but the massive amount of techinical issues that ruin the game such as
crahing, slight fame rate problems and the biggest being the completly broken audio, If you want to play this game i would
recomend waiting for a future update or getting the WII version if you can find it. great simple and quick game
great for that time you don't want to study but need to study so you just want to play game a bit
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Clocking in 19 mins, I already feel more tired than I have the last 4 years of my life. I don't know how accurate this is to true
boxing, but I learned that dodging by falling back (which was my natural instinct in all my 3 fights in life) is incredibly slow, and
understand why people duck instead. I have a new found respect for boxing, where I used to think practicing with someone
holding pads was stupid.

It was also really fun and worth the $9. Gonna have to replay tomorrow.. ICY: Frostbite Edition is a Visual\Interactive Novel
about a group of people trying to survive in a post-apcolyptic arctic wasteland. The story is interesting and the strongest portion
of the game, the art is nice and a fair amount of side content available. Combat is the weakest portion, its not bad per se, it's just
been designed for tablets in mind. Combat comprises of stringing together simple combo attacks in a turn-based RPG system.
While this combat system is functional, the visuals just comprise of static images, It can feel like a slog at times. Decent game to
pick up and play casually.. This game is strangely addictive and fun. Brings back fond memories of playing Zelda for Nintendo,
fun little game.
Paid 9.99 for it and then come back online 2-3 hrs later and it's 20% off, f*cking Steam!
7\/10. The game is alright to play, but the issues i have on pc is making progress not possible.

Ive heard that it doesnt have problems on ps3\/ps4 So if you have those consoles and want the game, you should get it there and
not here.. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult on higher levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay. Whats not
to love?
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